Revealing
Soil Texture, pH, OM & Elevation
Know your field below the surface

Improve your field’s potential!

 savvy Create management zones for effective variable rate applications of inputs (lime, fertilizers, seed, irrigation, …)
 savvy Enhance NRCS soil maps with updated field specific soil EC/EM maps
 savvy Gain a lifetime decision tool in a single EC/EM operation
 savvy Integrate layers into variable rate irrigation and drip irrigation zones
 savvy Ensure data integrity with a team of veteran operators
 savvy Increase pH & OM sampling density vs. grid sampling

*Pressed for time? Multiple rigs are available to handle acre loads in a timely manner.
*Remote location? Willing to explore opportunities at any location.

Delivering quality data and teaming with you to provide solid management decisions

With Crop Quest’s team of Agronomists and Precision Ag Specialists, you can be confident your information is being handled by professionals who understand farming - from soil to software.

Data is owned by you the customer and recommendations go where you choose.

GET Started

Visit Your Crop Quest Consultant
Call 620.225.2233
Email precisionag@cropquest.com
Web www.cropquest.com